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No. 29

Subversive Flag
Starts Uproar

Tour
planned
jonte, Eiseen Lead
College Circuit

Hammer, Sickle Waves Over
Campus—But Not Long

The College of Pacific plans
summer travel course of
the United States' historic and
scenic spots in a "See America
pjrst" tour. Prof. J. H. Jonte
19th tour director, and Dr. Mai
c0lm Eiselen, his assistant, will
head the college circuit travelers
who leave June 25 to return to
Stockton August 6.
The tour will cover 11,500 miles
of the most outstanding scenic,
historical and industrial interests
of the nation.
42-day

By IOLA WHITLOCK

Pacificites saw Red Wednesday morning—and we
mean RED in both the figurative and literal sense. The
flaming hammer and sickle waved menacingly from
atop the 60-foot flag pole at the campus entrance Wed
nesday, seeming to defy all students to exchange it for
•the customary Stars and Stripes.
Ted Stewart, first to be called
to the colors for Old Glory, shinnied up to the half-way mark
on the pole, sans socks and shoes.
But his trial to bring down the
Communist flag was unsuccess
AH VIEWPOINTS
ful. The halyard had been re
Scenically — all America from
moved by the "pranksters;" the
the Grand Canyon, to Niagara
Amos Alonzo Stagg, "grand insulting Soviet flag could be
Falls and the Pacific Northwest
neither raised or lowered.
will be served the travelers.
old man" of football, now head
TO THE RESCUE
Historically — W a s h i ngton,
coach at the College of the Pa
The seaman's cry of "Tell it
D. C., Colonial New England, bat
cific, will be awarded the Tarbell to the Marines!" was replaced by
tlefields of Gettysburg, Concord,
Medallion at the annual com "Tell it to the Firemen!" and
Lexington, Jamestown,
Yorkmencement exercises of Spring Captain Frank Troke came to
town, Philadelphia and Valley
the rescue. Perching atop a 75Forge will be visited.
field college, Springfield, Mass.,
foot aerial ladder Capt. Troke
next June.
Industrially — Open-cut iron
removed the offending white
mone, flour mills of Minnesota,
The Tarbell Medallions, the sheet. The hammer and sickle
TVA in Tennessee, Massachu
highest honor paid to graduates had been meticulously painted in
setts Institute of Technology in
of Springfield college, were estab blazing red on a 3 by 5 back
Boston, Ford factory. These are
ground of gleaming white.
lished in 1935 through a gift of
a few of the living texts of pro
Assistant Fire Chief Martin J.
Edward N. Tarbell of Springfield, Cannon's remark that "it was no
gressive America which will be
given to the students.
to be awarded to alumni for kid's job" could be plainly seen
IN CANADA
meritorious service to the col in the neat artistry displayed on
the Soviet symbols.
A steamer trip from Montreal
It took the combined efforts of firemen, College lege."
RELATIONSHIP?
to Toronto, up the St. Lawrence, authorities, and students to lower the Communist flag
About a year ago the Nazi
across Lake Ontario will be in which adorned the flag pole last Wednesday morning. FAMOUS ALUMNUS
swastika greeted astonished on
cluded in the tour which will
Coach Stagg is one of Spring lookers in Victory Park. The
take in Montreal Quebec, Toronto
field's most famous alumnus.
halyard was cut then, too, in
and Victoria.
A member of the class of 1891, dicating the flag raisings may
Information may be obtained
he was the organizer, captain and be related. The fire department
from Professor J. H. Jonte, de
coach of the first football team was again called to action dur
partment of chemistry at the
there.
ing that episode. It's getting to
College of Pacific.
Following his graduation he be an old, old story to Stockton.
went to the University of Chi
But, Pacificites and firemen
cago, where he served as profes alike agree on confining the red
"Denver! Linfield! Portland! sor and direcotr of physical edu to the fire engines and the al
The eighteenth annual conven
cation and athletics for 40 years. ternate stripes in the Star Span
Davis!
Berkeley!
tion of the Pacific Student Presi
gled Banner.
'Modesto! Bakersfield! CharCOMES TO STOCKTON
dents' Association will hold its
It's down with the Red flag
lotteville!
session on Santa Catalina Island
"Los Angeles! Palo Alto! Sac
He retired in 1933, but later and up with Old Glory, today.
between May 1 and the 4th. Bill ramento!
accepted the position of head While the pulse of Pacific as
"All points East, West, North coach at the College of the Pa sumed normalcy for the outside
Biddick, Pacific's present presi
world to see, college authorities
cific.
of SCA officers by dent, and Bob Monagan, president and South!"
No, this is not a take off on
rion
Coach Stagg will be unable to were carrying on investigations
Yvvp a
Reith, regional elect, were the candidates chosen
Vachel Lindsay, but just an ex make the trip to Springfield to to learn the identity of the slan
vvca secretary, will be the
to
attend
the
convention
and
rep
ample
of the scope that the Pa accept the award, he said this derers to America's symbol of
^ feature of Chapel next
ay
at 10:45. Following the resent their school. .
j at
cific debate squad takes in on a week. He will receive the medal freedom.
,,
installation
lion in absentia.
Biddick was asked .to review season of forensics.
service Mrs. Reith
Mil
Another medallion will be pre
a
concerning the the various problems with which STATISTICS
sented to James S. Summers,
Just
to
prove
that
debaters
DO
for chapel, "My Task."
he was confronted as Pacific's
get around Professor E. S. Betz head of the physical education
burn!!lC J°r the service will be president in order that a lively
computed the following statis courses at Institute Technico in
A tentative schedule of sum
JJushed by Allan Bacon, who
discussion
be
held.
Bill
will
enter
tics—Pacific
debaters have trav Montevideo, Uruguay.
mer school classes has been post
Deems Baylor's "Dedi-ation"
a round table discussion with six eled enough this past season to
ed on the bulletin boards in the
lois Fpt, a,S the organ prelude,
go around the earth one and a
main hall of the Administration
Mv m errnacher who will sing other student leaders of the Paci
half times. In fact, these ca
Building and also in the School
h7 Task" by El Ashford, and fic coast on the topic ' Problems
vorting C i c e r o s have gone
of Education office.
live tti aFpeBa Choir, which will of Newly Elected Student-body through 44,275 miles of tongue
Students who are planning to
ri0 co ® benediction. A string
Officers."
wagging.
enroll for class work this sum
ack T • ?°Sed °f Mildred Marsh,
Monagan as Pacific's newly BIDDICK IS CHAMP
mer are asked to check this
'ill ale'2
' and AHan Bacon
Hugh Mattier, renowned trav schedule to see if they will have
Bill Biddick was chosen the
elected
president is anxious to
f Man's
Bach's "Jesu' J°y
learn what is expected of him outstanding senior forensic cham eler and member of the British any conflicts. These should be
r,ng'"
Sca
pion of the 1940-41 season. His Royal Geographical Society, reported to Dr. J. Marc Jantzen,
till j^°fficers t° be installed are from the Administration, the As name will be engraved on the
dean of the summer session.
edy
'key
> President; Dick sociated students officials and perpetual Warner trophy, given spoke to several classes on the
campus
Monday.
Hus Vlce"President; Mildred from the student body as a whole. to the debate squad by Charles
Mattier spoke to the chemistry
SeCretary'. John Bush- It will be to Bob's advantage to Warner in memory of his moth
•®asurer»
'on t. .' an(f cabinet members: have some idea of the problems er. Those who have been chosen classes of Dr. Bawden, Dr. Lar
fancis >TSon' Steve Kornicker, which he might have to faee smd in' the past are Erwin Farley, son and Mr. Clark; and to Mr.
Will all students who have not
i®ee \y .ac^ey' Francis Watson, to learn of the problems of other Doris Hancock, Martin Pulich, Stocking's geography class.
claimed their copies of MSS
Ulah 0eigart' Roberta Thomas, schools.
. ,. „„ and Gladys Bartholomew.
Mattier
gave
two
lectures,
one
The delegates will be in discus
please do so immediately.
%Son ng' Allen Phelp, Doris
This was just part of the, as
pat
They may be obtained from
Boynton,
Beth
sion
groups during the first t^o usual, unusual, usual Monday on the origin of the Indians of
"*°ft,' Bill
W "t11 Thomas, Tom Hos- days entirely, but Saturday after- night meeting, where plans were British Columbia and the other Merle Esplen, Dolora Gallagher,
eanne Drew, Weldon noon and Sunday they will have discussed for an informal ban on
the Alaska-Argentine High Neal Howard, Joe Loftus, Jeanne
®t, t'
way.
Woodruff or Miss Eleanor Mc' Fovv^]_aine Ij|gram, and Elea- a chance for observation of the quet sometime this month.
island, fun and relaxation.

SCA Officers
Installed
In Chapel

MONAGAN,
BIDDICK
TRAVEL

Stagg to Get
New Honor;
Tarbell Medal

They Sho'
Travel—
Yas Suh!

Summer School
Sked Posted

Hugh Mattier
Gives Lectures

MSS Owners
Paged
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The Hatfield Incident—Or
Newspapers Can Be Wrong

THIS
'N
THAT

By BILL WORKMAN
Pacific's highly successful Mardi Gr
is over for another year. It was 0n!
Editor Prophisies Doom Ahead
of the best handled affairs in the historv
For College Students—Long Ago
of the school, and showed the student*
the advantages of careful planning
General Chairman Dick Loomis should
•should inculcate m
By DON SEGERSTROM
go the plaudits of the entire student
and
women
a
spirit
of
hope
for
SUBSCRIPTIONS
body; and to his aides the sincereit
"We
prophesy
that
he,
like
the
future
instead
of
sowing
seeds
SI .50 A YEAR
thanks. The bids listed the names 0f
many
others
whose
minds
were
of
doubt
and
discontent
m
their
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager warped in college, will end up
plastic and easily moulded youth those who aided in the festive planning
becoming a janitor."
but failed to give proper credit to one
ful minds."
1940
Member
1941 by
S GOSPEL TRUTH
And so it is one-fifth of a person who did a great deal of work
Fantastic though it may sound, century later and we look back and as a result produced a coronation
Gisocirfed CoBefticte Preis
that's what a certain country upon the irate editor and the stu ceremony that will long he remembered
editor said some twenty years dent who advanced a few theories by Pacific students. We seldom throw
ago concerning the psychology about what was to happen to the
Editorial Board
that existed among the students United States. We can see very bouquets in this column, but today We
BOB CONAWAY, News
at the University of Notre Dame. clearly now that Hatfield saw feel that a good sized clump of orchids
Fantastic though it may sound, into the future with the clarity should be given Charlie Mokiao for his
LESLIE KNOLES, Society
this
editor of twenty years ago of crystal. We can see, too, that efforts to make the highlight of the
JERROLD WALKER, Associate Sports
Mardi Gras the most beautiful we have
deplored the "flights of unrealis editors haven't changed.
JACK TOOMAY, Associate Sports
tic fancy" into which students
Yes, editors haven't changed. ever seen. He went to a lot of trouble
FRANCES WATSON, Make-up
went in their reports and papers They have thought and will con to rehearse the entire program, to secure
concerning philosophy, economics tinue to think that colleges are the help of fellow Islanders for special
JEANNE DAGG, Desk
and political science. Especially breeding places for a certain wild music, and to provide the type of enter
DON SEGERSTROM, Feature
did this editor cite the paper of race that will slowly degenerate tainment so essential to the general
ADELE SCOBLE, Exchange
one Malcolm Hatfield in which all civilization into a mass of jazz theme. To you Charlie, our thanks.
he claimed there were "philo music beer cans and crackpot
TOM WOODRUFF, Photography
While we are on the topic of the
sophical breezes that may shatter political schemes.
REPORTERS:
Mardi Gras, we feel that the students
everything that Nicholi Lenin NOT INFALLIBLE
Milton Callas, RoseAnn Chatton, Paul Chris- now advocates."
But, Hatfield has proven that as a whole should he complimented on
man, Ellen Colvan, Harriett Davidson, Margaret
Of course this is twenty years editors can be wrong. If we their co-operation and behaviour. Cos
Fitzgerald.
later and we know that Nicholi inspect his works closely, we can tumes this year showed a greater degree
Bob Klawans, Don La MoiiQ Betty Morrison,
Willa McDonald, Elvin Platti, Rollie Romo, Don Lenin isn't advocating anything see that he has foreseen the New of ingenuity, and proved that the stu
right now and that Joe Stalin is Deal philosophy that fined dents are capable of slinging together
Segerstrom, John Sayers, Adele Scoble.
Jack Toomay, June Tangen, Marjorie supposedly carrying the banner America during the depression. almost anything.
Thatcher, Iola Whitlock, Bill Workman, Allen high. But, we can see why the We cannot discredit him for that,
This year's costume ball really
Breed Max Gobel, Bill Ramsey, Herm Sapiro, editor called it heresy when he whether we liked it or not.
marked
the beginning of the spring
RUTHunefeld Jr., Eleanor Powell, Mercieta read the following in Hatfield's So, college students will go on
Voorhees, Doris Bowring.
paper: "We are permitting ma thinking and creating theories dance season. From now on until the
terialistic factors to influence and be refuted and praised. Any end of the semester there will be dances
our social thinking and are pay way, we know they will be think of all sorts, and all students will find
• CAMPUS SEES RED
ing too little attention to the im ing. The next time you cut that themselves faced with the question of
Early Wednesday morning students portant and fundamental ques eight o'clock in favor of a little getting enough school work accomplished
tion of developing and preserving
arriving at the campus of the College the mental well being of our one more sleep, just cry quietly, "Hats between "affairs" to warrant acceptable
grades. The fact that the end of the
of the Pacific and the Stockton Junior hundred and twenty million citi Off to Hatfield."
A lot of people won't know school year is dangerously close brings
College saw a strange red and white zens."
what you're crying about, but to mind many problems that this year's
flag hanging from the top of the pole PARENTAL BLAME
you may explain that it is just graduating class will have to face. This
"If we are not to see any to prove that you are thinking,
in front of their conservatory.
is one year when the students will have
They looked at it and wondered who enormous increase in the size of and sometimes thinking does help a true right to denounce the idea that
our
penitentiaries
and
asylums,"
put it there and then some of them
make the world go around.
they are the ones to save the world. This
laughed because it was a good trick the paper continues, "we must
year's graduates are being primed for
start
with
the
home
and
train
and the others showed their disdain by
mass suicide whether they like it or not.
prospective parents to give as
roundly saying what they thought
much attention to the mental
It is no longer the privilege of the col
good undistilled American terms.
side of children's lives as to their
lege graduate to plan his future lifeWhether or not the flag produced
bodies."
today he must reckon with drastic
laugh or was the incentive for a serious
"In neglecting the spiritual
measure which profoundly affect his life,
discussion, no one can deny that its side of life and emphasizing the
but he finds himself asking why. He
mere presence produced something elec acquiring of material wealth we
knows full well that he had little if any
tric, something that rises up within a are slowly but surely forging a
person's self and remains there as an new kind of society. If enormous Attention all students with thing to do with the present situation,
and he realizes that when the actual
inexpressable and perplexing ®mot'on"
quantities of goods are to be pro library collections.
The flag bore in blatant red tne duced, they should be consumed Scroll and Stylus is sponsoring fighting is over, his cry for justice will
hammer and sickle of the Third Inter by the masses we have taught a library contest to be judged be hidden in the grumblings of the
on the best collection of books higher-ups who cannot, or will not see
nationale. The rest of it was nothing to desire them."
beyond their noses. He can only wonder
"Under our present plan we in any specific field.
but a section torn from a white sheet.
Advance notice of the contest at the forces which play on his life, an
It was an hour or more before the stress the matter of production
flag was taken down and the banner of but we leave the question of con was received from MSS editor, he can do little but think about it.
the United States of America put in its sumption unsolved. Unless we Jeanne Woodruff, and Scroll and
We feel that if the lives our contemp
place. That hour was enough. It was turn to psychology, science, re Stylus adviser, Miss Eleanor Mc- oraries are to be sacrificed to Mulloc ,
enough time for newspaper men to ar ligion, economics and sociology Cann.
Complete plans for the contest then we should have the right with the
rive, for a crowd to gather, for the fire for the answer to this problem,
have not as yet been determined in demanding an adequate set of peac
department to noisily arrive to take it we may in time see a repetition but it is agreed that separate terms for the close of the war. We fee
of what happened four years ago
down.
prizes will be awarded for the that if the United States continues her
(1917)
That hour was enough to start the in ARussia."
warning note was distinctly best collections in both the senior mad rush into active warfare she wi
students talking, and talk they did. struck when Hatfield nears the and junior college.
find herself powerless again in the
There were pros and cons. Naturally end of his theoretical disserta Basis for the decisions will be up of a permanent peace in Europe,
enough there were more cons than pros. tion: "What has happened to that only on the quality, rather than soon as the people of one nation are
The mere fact that there were so spirit of mutual assistance which quantity, of the collections.
to hate the people of another na i •
many students who saw the farce of the motivated our grandparents in The contest will be judged by then the possibility of setting np
matter should be enough to prove that their daily lives? Greed for a student-faculty committee. machinery of justice has been thwar •
these students of the College of the things material and the lessen Final date of the contest has not
The issuance of the new
,
Pacific and the Stockton Junior College ing of spiritual values is so un been set but the awards will be
Bonds"
is
but
a
short
cry
from
are not ones to take such matters lightly dermining the basic security of made at commencement exer
wartime .conditions as seen in 19 " ,
the individual that government cises.
in these troubled times.
In those dark years all Americans ru
But, they have yet to prove to the may be forced to intervene. Here
to buy "Liberty Bonds," to "save
people of Stockton and perhaps to the again a dangerous new factor is Dr. Eckert Will
world for Democracy."
Now we
people of California that they are not rearing its head for we must not
urged
to
purchase
this
new
type o
forget
that
such
supervision
is
the kind of students who will put a
Address Forum
to "save the world from Hitler,
Communist flag on a flag pole any time costly. Good government is al
they have the whim. They have to prove ways the government that is re Dr. Ralph Eckert will address motto is different, but the cause
quired to govern least."
Man has not yet realize
the Public Affairs Forum at its same.
that they can smoke out the rats that
Today we would consider this regular meeting next Thursday at necessity of justice and equity i .^g
hide among their numbers or in their a mild form of "New Dealing"'
communities, the kind of rats that paint but twenty years ago our editor 4:15. His topic will be "War world. Nations cannot see that
Aims."
with the greedy and a v a r i c t i o » '
Communistic banners.
friend says that Scholar Hatfield
Yesterday when the group met, country will only lead to dest
,je(j
It must be done and done quickly, is even more a dreamer than
Dr. Harold Jacoby spoke on The people allow themselves to he
T&.
this proof must be made.
D. S.
Lenin.
"Labor in War Time," and into lethargy during periods of c° ^0®POOR INFANTS
described various problems of
tive peace, and refuse to ^ul1
0{
More than accusing Hatfield
"There is no greater menace at the of out-dreaming the esteemed labor which needed solution. Bill selves morally against the rav
Chaney
is
chairman
of
the
com
moment than the danger that sensitive Russian thinker, the editor goes
the type of leadership that bree
ness to evil should become numb by on to say: "The University of mittee.
temnt and hate.
..ng and
reason of constant familiarity with evil. Notre Dame, instead of encour
We want peace, just and laS rr'y o»
Kappa
Alpha
Theta
sorority
re
iWe shall not save our way of life through aging its students in flights of
we want a thinking people to
tbat
denunciation of the wrong; salvation can unrealistic fancy, would do well cently walked off with the schol
arship cu pat Washington State that heritage, and the people '°.hjnjcefS
only be achieved by active practice of were it to limit its teachings to college for the fourteenth time
are the College students and
ge]veS'
the right."
more practical matters. Colleges in 16 semesters.
of a nation who will assert
1
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year by the Pacific Student Association. Entered
as second class matter October 24, 1924, at the
Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of
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October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.

Scroll, Stylus
Sponsors
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Symphony Series
flose In Triumph
Youngs Soloists Well Received;

Editor Proves Laugh-Getter
By Bllili RAMSEY
yiowers were very much in order in the Stockton
Jb School Auditorium on Monday evening S
H frming young ladies soloists of the evening, were
1
e 6
some b
beautiful
bounnofs as
+„i
.Yn/
Qc> tokens'of
:"i nts of some
eautiful bouquets
"
;
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FRIDAY*
P^IDA\,

x
MAY

Membership
In Co-op
Open
n Pacific Cooperative House is
accepting applications for

should

e^ th

2,
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GUEST ORGANIST
'OUTSTANDING'
Nita Akins Proves Artistry In
Pacific's Third Artist Recital

By BILL RAMSEY
An appreciative audience was present Tuesday eve
ning in the Conservatory Auditorium to welcome Nita
Akin as she presided at the Console of the Watt
Memorial Organ in concert. It is seldom that such out
standing talent is available to offer representative
<™PUA°ut works from the repertory of •

W0UW be

membere

*•«>. Sbr""'"""

were in the —
E
P
h0
array in honor of the so- Hoyle Carpenter as accompanist. tf T °° '
music. . . . .
v s . , „organ
r
nnumber
u i n o e r is
i s rather
r a m e r unique
u n i q u e in
i n ithat
nat
V6
vroun
^^"catlonal
living strictly
, !l to Hoyle Carpenter for his
in lts entirety> not one accidental
group on the campus, it is the own with
RIME 'N RHYTHM
^
tfMtV and Maestro Silva totb
1Ustinguished
™
Pieces- is used. This is highly contrasHigh spot number three in this oxdy incorporated living group on
JS with a fine orchestra.
n ?. T" Pr?ented m tive with other nun,tiers which
fine program was Mr. Carpen tbe campus, thus freeing its HT
recital Her background and per- were constantly chromatic.
cood audience
ter s 'Ancient Mariner Suite." In -embers of all financiM obliga
tions
to
the
house
after
their
.Tr r"t°'her PUy' The Adaeio ' from Mendelsa crowd that challenged the spired by Coleridge's "Rime," he
a
• .
descriptive mate- sohn's Sonata Number I was in
membership is terminated.
ning concert for numbers was gave excellent orchestral color
rial concerning her playing was '
Membership
applications
may
> the mood for an evening of to this intriguing story. Each
well exemplified in a well-planned (Continued on page 5, column t )
musical enjoyment. They were choir of the orchestra contributed be obtained from Bill Workman, program.
jot disappointed. The unpro- to mode as well as solo instru Hans Stein, or by calling at the VARIED PROGRAM
•raramed national anthem was ments and some most interesting house at 212 Fulton Ave.
Bach found a place in both the If you want a job—
followed by Verdi's colorful over effects were devised in the or
Secretarial
opening of the program, as well
ture to "Sicilian Vespers."
The chestration itself. This number feeling. No one can question as the closing selection. The
Civil Service
lytic quality which pervades this had definite audience appeal and that this program was one of the Majestic Prelude and Fugue in
Higher Accountancy
music is always a favorite. In should be heard by more people, finest offered in several seasons. D major showed a masterful con Free employment service
contrast are the string rhythmic through more orchestral per The material chosen had appeal. veyance power and energy with
The program was tasteful in va in to the audience. This composi
jassages and string effects which formances.
riety. The program was well
portray the conflict of the opera,
The Johann Strauss "Schatz- prepared in its entirety. So to tion rose to such grandeur and
as reflected in the overture.
(Sinice 1896)
walze" concluded the symphonic Maestro Silva and all who have beauty equalling the Gothic
structure which surrounds the
The Liszt E flat concerto, with offering. One of the most en
School
of Business
made this symphony season a organ.
Marguerite Gibson as soloist was thusiastic audiences left the audi
California at Weber
success, we offer our best wishes Boellman's "Ronde Francaise"
one of the high points in the pro torium with a most satisfied and heartiest thanks.
Stockton
was a bit martial In spirit. This
gram. The deliberate opening
chords are more familiar to the
concert goer than the concept of
the difficulties which lie within
this opus. It was with difficulty
that Miss Gibson was ;\'e to
maintain the tempo of the or
chestra. But in consideration of
physical development and back
ground enlargement, a promising
future lies ahead for this young
pianist. The audience was well
with her youthful artis
try and demanded an encore. A
colorful Chopin Etude brought
sincere applause.
prs

hal

Humphrey's

m

humob enters

Irvin Martin Jr. took over the
reins of the conductor preceding
te intermission. With a few
own beats he had the orchestra
tang their stuff," when sud
denly one section of strings left
he stage. Other sections fol
ded. Finally one clarinet playa° an c°ntrapuntal passages
in h
„ bassoons- Still conbng\ Maestro Martin" was
th
beat a
nd finally,
ana
nnaiiy,
J P„„
„Wl!"h* the "MA
'•Punv
Russell
, andJ
s, ,Twiio,,
Bodley gave weak
S
ro
s
to
the
the n i .
bass drum,
%e q ]"strumem left on the
Prof tr" den rejuvenation sent
rat Bodiey off jn the w.ngs
e °utdone, Martin drew
a
harmo

^ucS'C^fr0m
% Roll Atog"

his pocket and
ln

"Merrily

te2ohn?^.^her20
from Men"
Dream..
Summer Night's
^ Plavfu?U*mede the Prograrnthe vpnnJ
makes use of
^nds in most pleasing

Puccini
tcrfly.. . opera "Madame
iviaaame Butuutred the source for the
soiQi'
Shirley
evening. miss
Miss
^uriev q
rw,v ° tbe evening,
!otlUance G
gave a fine Per*
•V Dav.,ln ,tbe famous "One
Pr°ved
ariaMastero Silva
V°ice and tr°US witb this solo
t
' hit mnrQ * audience received
tbe vocals than is
':jstomarv
A
After repeated apJJuuse
rn.~ floral gifts, Miss
-mi's ,Faciously obliged with
^^naian Love Call," with

rsages With
College Swank

Sportswear always has a very
definite appeal of its own, and
these adorable play-clothes are
no exception! They are not only
attractive, they're p r a c t i c a l .
Wear the skirt to class and
you have a smart wash dress
. . . afterclass—"zip" off the
skirt and you have a cool playsuit.

"Freshy" Play Clothes
You'll find "FRESHY" PLAY CLOTHES in our Sports

Department—in monotone prints and floral patterns
Of spun rayon, pique, and denim, with tailored and

dirndl type skirts.

2.95 to 7.95
In the Juvenile Department you'll find crisp, practi
cal play clothes in sizes up to 16. Two- and threepiece plyasuits in stripes and plaids.

2.95 and 3.96

BCa L hunefeld,

t-ampus Rep.

0r

Phone 2-6550

• %
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Tiger Tattles
By BRENDA and COBINA

We're sure we must have dis
appointed you all by not having
our weekly chat for a few weeks,
but will try to make up for it
now.
Of course, the topic of the mo
ment is the Mardi Gras—they
seem to get bigger and better
each year.
Did you see—
Joe Law and Fersis Ritchie still
wrapped up in each, other and
both looking like real Kawaiians
at the dance?
Corijne Single and Les Dow?
This seems to be getting steadier
as the days go along.Bev and Bob Bastian rurining
running around faking pictures
That handsome devil Jo-Babe
in a beachcomber's outfit?
Bette Orvis and Bob Downs,
are going steady, I heard he
wants to very much but Bette
won't say "Yes or No"? We
wonder?
Mel and Floyd Swaggerty as
grads?
Stan Rutherford and Betty Nel
son?
Those golden tans on Jo Ber
geron and Bruce Moorehead?
Ajax with his Juanita—
Ex. Student Body Pres. Ed
Simonson with Virginia New?
man?
Bill Carroll and those BRIGHT
pajamas?

The Bookmark
Hours: 10 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays: 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.
2101 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

LESLIE KNOLES, Editor

1941

Nancy and Bob Give Us
Peace,"
Announce
Oratorio ,
Engagement

A surprise was in store foi
guests of Nancy Brown who went
to the baby shower she gave for
her sister, Mrs. Robert Peckler,
last week, for the shower was an
announcement party as! well.
Nancy announced her engage
ment to Robert DuBois.
Sweet peas and white tapers
centered the lace-covered dining
table, which held ice cream molds
with "Nan and Bob" printed in
red.
Nancy is the daughter of Mrs.
Muriel Brown and Mr. B. F.
Brown of Stockton, and is a stu
dent in the College of Pacific.
Her sorority is Alpha Theta Tau.
Bob is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
L. J. DuBois, also of Stockton.
He is associated with his father
in the cleaning business and is a
member of the 20-30 Club.
Plans are being made for a
wedding within the year.
Pacific friends who attended
the announcement party included
Marjorie Brown, Betty Ledbetter,
Betty Hickman, Rosemary Wher
ry, Mary Ranny, Bette Meyer,
Bonnie Smith, Leslie Knoles, and
Mrs. Keith Thomas (Sally Hoge).

NANCY BROWN

Manor Hall
Becomes
"Ye Campus Inn"
"Ye Campus Inn" is the setting
NANCY BROWN announced her engagement to Bob
DuBois last week. Plans are being made for a wedding for Manor Hall's spring informal
tonight from nine to one'clock in
within the year.
James Henry Meriwether Hen
derson, graduate student at the
University of Wisconsin received
a letter mailed in Washington,
D. C., and bearing only his name
and "U. S. A." as an address.

Orchestra, Chorus of 17 0
Two Soloists In
Rehearsal for May n
Particularly fitting for the
uation of world affairs is th
spring oratoriol to be present !
by the combined Stockton Jim;
College and College of the p?
cific chorus under the direct;,?'
of J. Russell Bodley on Sundav
afternoon, May 11 at three o'clock
in the Pacific Auditorium. Thi
orotoriol "Duna Nobis Pacam" i'S
terpreted as meaning "Give rJ
Peace," will have its first entire
west coast performance at that
time Vaughn Williams, the au
thor of this piece, is a world re
nown comptempory British com
poser and is spoken of most for
his symphonic compositions.
DETAILS

The selection is worked out in
six parts and is the entire story
of the struggle for peace. The
note of desperation and struggle
is everywhere and everyone is
looking for peace. Walt Whit
man and John Bright, plus ex
cerpts from the books of Jere
miah and Haggai are the sources
for the lyrical part of the com
position.
The fourth part is taken from
Whitman's "The Dirge for the
Veterans" and the search for
peace is still the foremost prob
lem. The final part closes with
the angel of death appearing, and
the idea that "Peace on earth
good will to men" will reign for
ever.

the lobby of the hall.
A large Pacific crest placed
over the fireplace will be the
Sarah Cameron
main decoration in -the interior MUSICALLY
of the room, while the traditional
Honored by
A full chorus of over 170
campus moon of song and story voices and the symphonic orches
Classmates
will shine through the window to tra of thirty pieces will take part.
furnish lighting effects for the The complete orchestration will
E x c i t e m e n t r e i g n e d last guests of the Inn. Lawn furni
include parts for the pipe organ.
Wednesday afternoon in Miss ture will deck the front porch
This Sunday afternoon pro
Wein's cooking class. Not only where refreshments will be gram that will thrill music lov
was it the day to make ice cream served. Bids in orange and black, ers for under an hour is to be
but a surprise shower was to be with the Pacific insignia on the presented without interruption.
front, will be duplicates of menus. Soloist for the afternoon will be
given for Sarah Cameron, who
Jeanne Griffin is chairman of the well-known Harrison sister
announced to her sorority sis the decoration committee. As and brother, Barbara and Bob.
ters at Alpha Theta Tau recently sisting her are Jean Davis, Jean
that she will be married on June Justin, and Kathleen Secara.
Marjorie Hooper will be assisted
28th.
in making the bids by Marine
Those present were the mem Hughes, Beth Marriott, and Jean
bers of the cooking class, Sadly Schooling. Roberta Thomas and
Jones, Nadine Prothers, LaVerne Barbara Daniels are in charge of
Nicolas, Maxine Heikens, Jean the music. Assisting Mildred
Tatman on the clean-up commit
Galvin, Iona McElroy, Roberta
tee will be Wyona Linder, Blos
The new dinner dancing at the
James, Roberta Smith, Ruby som Meltz, and Ruth Lippert.
Clark Hotel is fast becoming
Huff, Dorothy Frances, Virginia
Patrons and patronesses will popular with Pacific studen s.
Newman, Miss Adina Weins and be Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Welsh, Jimmy Ross and Norman Lamb
Lois Fenstermacher.
and Mr. and Mrs. Warmer.
from the college play with Bob
Girls attending the dance and McCormack's orchestra.
their escorts will be, Polly Par
Seen dancing Saturday evening
sons, Don Fillers; Jeanne Grif
president-elect Bob
was
fin, Ralph Davis; Wyona Lind
with a party of six.
ner, Don Oakes; Verda Stringer, gan
wtus escorting Barbara T
Henry Grove; Beth Irene Marrioson, who was dressed in a
ott, Bob Wilhoit; Roberta
for friendship
smart beige plaid suit,
Thomas, Don Jackson; Kathleen
students in the party were
Secara, Richard Briggs; Jean uel Belitsky and Betty Behney,
Justin, Edmund
Dill;
Jean
bracelets
who was wearing a love y
Schooling, Arthur Smith; Lyne
da^L .
n s
Riley; Bob Bovey Connie Slator, blue dress with a
gandy
collar.
Tom
virginia
Virginia Young, Winifred Somogg
yi, Sylvia Flanner, Mildred Tat dancing partner was
Spencer, charmingly atttre
man, Dolora Galleger and their
powder blue soft woolen - "pa.
guests.
Three lieutenants escort
cific girls to the h°te' with
First chapter of a national fra tenant Don Bailey was
ttjred
ternity ever established in the Marian Smith, who was ^
south was £ "temple" of the Mys in a dressy navy blue d
ant
tical Seven organized at Emory white accessories.
vrariees
university about 1840.
John Atkinson escorte. „ a good
Gibbons who was wearing
looking green and w i sol(Jier
dress. And an unkn
a
HEADQUARTERS
was seen with Janet
.«c stuFOR REFRESHMENTS
former College of the
^jngdent. Janet was very
^ess
ON THE CAMPUS
iv dressed in a silk P
.
iy
c
Operated by
with a matching jacket
Others seen dinner -- ^
were Lew Warner
irvine
of four and Mr. and
'jjarg'e
—Associated Women's Students
Sprague, the i°rm® a smart
—Err
Mel
aw, who was wearF
g acU ige suit with powder
"WHERE

Dinner Dance
At Clark
Popular

fun in
Slacks 'n shorts 'n shirts
all the
'n sweaters
clever clothes you want
when you're out for a
gay holiday! You'll find
what you want • at the
price you want to pay.

clothes
for study hours
You 'll love our collection of school sport things
-—the smart jackets, sweet new blouses, slim
smooth skirts, and the fresh young cottons that
will he so cool and smart this summer.

it's tun to shop at

THE UJOnDER

340 E. MAIN ST.

STOCKTON

PHONE 6-6871

Silver Hearts

Chas. Haas & Sons

THE CUB HOUSE
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Saving Time Freshmen
Veil Dance
Big
Secrecy
Headache" With
The freshman informal tonight

The Daylight Saving woes are will mark the close of the sea
with us again. The change in son's social activities for the
j time may be a blessing to other high freshman class.
When
I parts of the country, but to John the bids have been clocked in
| Crabbe it's just one big headache. j deepest secrecy.
in our
This may seem to you to be a
THE RUSS Morgan crew
Herm Sapiro's entire orchestra
; very simple task but when you will furnish music for the event.
• ation played a near-flawless
.take into consideration the an There will -be an admission charge
Friday night at the audinouncers and producers classes and all freshman PS.-, members
i° 1 However, they're far
tor)"
j —then brother, you have a prob ' are invited.
The solo
a swing crew.
lem.
fr°!.net and clarinet men were
Freshman president, Russ AgAfter a week of figuring and new, has been assisted by the
'."name-soloist calibre, but the
of the band just played the
| worrying, Mr. Crabbe today re- i dance committee of Fran McNeil,
i leased the final campus radio • Joe Mitchell, Mary Lou Nunan,
ts in front of them in a comsp° t though uninspired manschedule for the duration of the I Blair Smith, Betty Hunefeld, and
n
cr'"v,""s | current semester. The following Barbara Morrison.
Vs. it was evident that the out- of o new quiX'jJONNA FERCUSON "h
schedule becomes effective to
ffiiad a marvelous time playing
ver as she day:
he job. as shown by the broad
Monday, 3:15 — Beside the General Biologists
ins on every countenance. The
Bookshelf.
L-nighter they played out at
Monday, 4:15—World Today. See Moo-Cows
Grove on Wednesday was a Guest Organist
On Monday afternoon the gen
Tuesday,
12:15—Pacific Per
horse of an entirely different
sonalities.
eral biology class will make a
color. Morgan had a puss on Outstanding
Tuesday, 4:00—Pacific Pre- tour of inspection of the Happythat night, and there was almost
vues.
holme Dairy.
(Continued from Page 1)
continual bickering going on all
The tour will be directed by
Wednesday, 4:00 — Pacific
night between him and the rest pleasant contrast. The opening
Mr. Denneth Stocking and will
Musicale.
of the band. On the whole, it hymn-like structure, flute, pas
Wednesday, 8:30 — R a d i o occupy the regular laboratory pe
made a poor exhibition. We're sages, and pedal-point, is char
riod of the class.
Stage.
Moonlight and Roses will bring
glad that everything was settled acteristic of the composer who
Thursday, 12:45 — Campus
memories
to
the
members
of
Ep
by the time of the Mardi Gras. was the first to consider regis
Clip Book.
Congrats to Lick Loomas for his tration to offer orchestral ef silon Lambda Sigma of their
VALLEY
Thursday, 5:00—Pacific Sym
fects. The number is highly im spring dinner-dance tonight at posium.
choice in bands.
aginative and serene.
FLORAL CO.
Friday, 3:15 — Campus
GLEN GRAY
Hotel Clark. Trellises twined
Speaks.
By the time you get this, the CONTRAST
with climbing red roses and arti
"DISTINCTIVE
From the restfulness of the
Casa Loma crew will have come
ficial moonlight will lend a ro
CORSAGES"
Adagio,
Dupre's
"Fugue
in
G
Rockhurst college will be host
and gone, but it's impossible to
let them go unmentioned. The minor" proved a bit restless in mantic southern atmosphere. May 22 at a national symposium
"Bull" Durham
guys in the band are probably contrupuntal mazes of great dif The orchestra will be that of on "The Good Life in an Indus
0
trial Era."
getting a little tired of the con ficulty. This forceful, dynamic George Wilson
Campus Representative
tinuous grind, but the stuff they number rose in might and finally
Mervil H a m m i 11, Merceita
Student council at Fairmont
put out is still in a class by reached a resting place in solid Voorhees, and Jane O'Connor are
1O0 N. Sutter
(W. Va.) State Teachers' college
itself. After all, they've been massive cadences.
Phone 4-4613
is
sponsoring
a
swing
band.
A delightful, delicate composi general chairmen, and the chair
right up there for an awfully
man
of
decorations
is
being
cap
long time, and each man in the tion, "French Clock" was offered
combo is a marvelous instrumen by Nita Akin as an encore fol ably handled by past rush chair
man Betty Fink, assisted by Phyl
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
talist. Another factor that has lowing the first group of num
lis Dodge, Katherine O'Connor,
BOB'S
contributed to their success is bers.
Main A. El Dorado. Ph. 2-480.1
Liszt's "Prelude and Fugue on Betty Orvis, Helen Smith, Fran
that there are very few changes
Poplar «& YoKciulte. Ph. 2-5143
ces Miller, Barbara Ladden, and
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
Everything to be found in a
in personnel, so everyone knows Bach" opened the second portion
Doris Clifford. Lois Hughes is
First-Class Pharmacy
2008 PACIFIC AVE.
what the fellow next to him is of the program. This was bold in charge of the tables and placegoing to do. In Kenny Sargent in sequential modulations and re cards. Favors bearing Epsilon
and Pee Wee Hunt the Casa peated diminished chord arpeg crest will be presented to the es
Lomas have two of the best vo gios, and like the Dupre number corts.
calists in the game for sweet reached for a resting place. But
Patrons and Patronesses will
and hot. The way we've got it Vierne's "Divertissement" of be Dr. and Mrs. Patten, Dr. and
fered
pleasant
relaxation
in
figured, the Casa Loma gang will
925 N. Wilson Way
Dial 1 4695
Mrs. Arnold, Miss Martha Pierce
he at the top until they retire. short, light, swiftly moving melo and guest.
By now, they should have a lot dies.
Launderers — Dry Cleaners
of cabbage salted away for that SPELLBOUND
A horn call ushered in the
Pi Delta Epsilon, national hon
old chicken ranch, and they
See Campus Representatives
"Noel Provencal" by Bedell. This orary collegiate journalism fra
aren't getting any younger.
is a carol which glows with the ternity, will install its thirty• Rhizomia
Ed Denney
SOMETHING DIFFERENT
The recent airings of Claude radiance of a joyous Christmas. fourth active chapter at the Uni
•
Omega
Phi
Roger
Cross
ornhill's new combo stamp it Guilmant's "Ave Maria" con versity of Texas.
•
Men's
Hall
Don
Jackson
as being well on its way to the tinued in the trend of ecclesias
0 PThornhill's arangements tical liturgy, but with a more Personal incidents such as home
smack a little of the Glenn Miller stately and mystical atmosphere. life with her two children, mak
. ,a* times, but there's lots This pensive atmosphere, which ing her own gowns, and travels
originality still to be found. is wholly unlike the vocal style abroad, go to offer greater ad
s a Pianist, the leader is pos- given by Schubert or Gouma was miration of such a true artist.
transmitted to the audience, and
r<«u °' a different style that
eaily blends in with the band. they were loath to break the spell
FRIEDBERGER'S
i= ,u 0rdy criticism of the band by applause.
The final number was the only
Featuring
im. K there is a little bit t0° organ work of the composer,
TIGRESS COLOGNE
bamr Pian° in every tune- The Reubke, who died while very
FOR THE PACIFIC CQ-ED
s theme song is wonderful.
33® Kiut Main Slraet
young. However, it is rated by
tip..,6 ASCAP-BMI feud is prae
JEWELERS
some organists as the greatest
at
an
en
tor/
d, but it will be piece of organ literature. It de
ASpaN
m o n t h s b e f o r e mands extreme skill in perform
the . , unes will be heard over ance, and the pedal pyrotechFor
aneseonri
EMI has done a nichs were held in utter amaze
With
wbat
has n v
material it ment by the audience.
the boqt
' but' don't forget,
Nita Akin was held in high re
of
are ct-ii composers of the nation gard for a splendid evening of
?ood r! being held down. A organ interpretation. Although
of a" ASCAP °f thG popularity announcing
that no encores
song is shown by would be forthcoming, owing to
the
Yoi.C<t.n,;inued favoritism shown a swollen ankle, she graciously
hands
About Me" by name returned and offered the Bach
last t'n his was just about the "Toccata and Fugue in D.
J. Glick & Son
6 that

Epsilon Holds
Dinner-Dance
At Clark

National Towel & Laundry Co.

Expert Repairing
Watches
Jewelry

before""
ASCAP put out
e
w[t the radio ban.
Coast U; an ®avift on the Pacific
five on ?, sbould hear some solid
Here's h . late night air shots,
the ToD-T-TPing tbe Grove books
tighter atters in here for a one-

—
entertat!e^ed Women's Club will
Dean Elliott, Katherine
KuiVai
Tiiesdav &nd ^acPc Ligthart next
ttonthiv afternoon at
their
Win aJL meeting. Dean Elliott
a groijn *npany Miss Kuivala in
ht seven ,S°ngs and Mr. Ligthart
^®ll as a' cello selections, as
0 fer a piano group him-

mTTter

contacts proved her most

Jewelers Since 1876
126 E. Main St.

meet the gang
—AT—

BOBB
TODOTAIN

INN

. . • CUKB SERVICE

ON EL DORADO

J.C.PSNM£V

n
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COLLEGIANA
By Adele Scoble

LUCKY JAYSEES—
'Tisn't always the most out
standing junior college that gets
the breaks, and to prove it we
mention at this point the fact
that Ventura Junior College is
one of the new schools which
ASCAP has agreed to let use
their music for their dance bands.
a . . Must be a commendable
change for the students from
those "Gay 90" tunes, which
have been hittin' the rug because
of the recent ASCAP and BMI
feud!

Marian Reith PACIFIC
MUSIC
Addresses
NOTES
Cabinet
By BILL KAMSEY

War Movies
Shown At
Museum

A film of 200 pictures from
The A Cappella Choir continued 10,000 negatives taken in Finland,
Mrs. Marian Reith, Y. W. C. A.
secretary for California, Nevada, to keel Pacific in view of those Belgium, and France, will be
Arizona, and Hawaii will address that enjoy music. Professor shown at the Haggin Museum,
the incoming and outgoing cabi Bodley accompanied the group as beginning at 1:30 Thursday, May
net members of the Student they
journeyed to Modesto 1, and wiU probably run for ten
Christian Association Monday Junior College last Tuesday after days. The museum is open from
noon. This" has become an an 10 to 5 on Sunday, but closed all
evening at 7:30.
This is Mrs. Reith's first visit nual affair, and later on it will day Monday.
Miss Therese Bonney, A. M.
to Stockton this year, where she be the choir's privilege to enter
will share the program with Rob tain the Modesto A Cappella from Harvard, sent by the Car
negie Corporation to Europe for
ert Burns, College of the Pacific Choir.
•
»
•
this purpose, reached Finland be
registrar. They will discuss the
TIMELY ANTICS—
fore the war began, so her pic
The influence of the European national Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. BAND BOOMS
C.
A.
of
which
the
Student
Chris
tures will give a dramatic con
"Pop"
Gordon's
Band
will
also
situation is really felt at home,
when we hear from Upsala Col tian Association is a member. have a day to shine. This morn trast before and after the war
lege that all frosh must dive for The movement in both its student ing the band members will leave started. The work was consid
and adult divisions will be ex to play a concert at the high ered so fine that a copy of the
bushes or drop flat upon the
school in Lincoln, and then pre pictures was ordered filed for
ground when upperclassmen plained.
During the afternoon, Mrs. sent a program at Yuba Junior permanent record in the Library
shout "Air-raid." . . . Mebbe the
Reith will confer with several College before noon. The after of Congress. The prologue was
practice will come in handy some
new
cabinet members. The eve noon is free for the members to written by Archibald McLeish, li
one of these days!
ning meeting will be the last over relax, and then an evening con brarian at the Library of Con
•
•
•
From the Mariner we have the which Mae, Weigart, outgoing cert, open to the public, will be gress.
Mr. Rowland, of the museum,
following bit of horrible humor: president, will preside and S. C. A. given in Gass Valley.
states that he feels this is the
Something is bound to a cur committee members may attend.
Daylight saving is here and a most important thing from the
when a tin can is tied to a dog's
Two hundred of the 670 stu consequent change in radio time. standpoint of service to the peo
tail.
•
»
*
dents at Norwich university are Pacific Musicale is no exception. ple ever held in the museum.
Our Pome of the Weak is from freshmen. There will be only 52 The new time is 4:00 p. m. on Unless changes are made in the
Wednesday afternoon. Last Wed schedule, the Haggin Museum
graduating cadets in June.
The Mariner:
nesday Miss Beverly Jean Miller is the only place in California
He was seated in the parlor,
Botany students at South Da was the piano soloist, and next where these pictures will be
And he said unto the light
kota State college will attend week Miss Vivian Bradley will shown. Admission is free.
'Either you or I, old fellow,
Will be turned down tonight." I summer camp in the Black Hills. be heard in a group of violin
selections.
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
880 S. California

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and

BOUQUETS TO HAL
Although Hal Rogers is study
ing in the East, the memory of
his work still lingers on. The
latest reminder is to be found in
the May issue of "The Etude,"
noted music magazine which is
on the rack in the library. An
article describing the few best
musical comedies originating
from colleges and university is
to be found there. The lengthiest
section is given to praise of
Harold Rogers, the only recipient
of "one-man-honors." The only il
lustrative material is a scene
from his last work, "Step 'N
High," the side-splitting comedy
with some trune of the real "hit"
variety. It was for this work
that he received the sectional
ASCAP award.

Superintendents of
Construction

Phone 9-0017

300 First National Bank Building
Stockton, Calif,

Union Oil Products

Bill Lunt
Pacific and Castle

\jtvmAam-.
P E R S O N A L I Z E D

Phone 2-9010

S E R V I C E

Fine Furniture
Assured Quality
Personalized Service

417-21 E. Weber

PSA Run-Off
Scheduled
For Tuesday

President Bill Biddick an
nounced Tuesday evening at excommittee meeting that the run
off for secretary of PSA will be
held Tuesday between 9:50 and
3:20, with the exception of chapel
period. The run-off is between
Doris Guernsy and Jane O'Con
nor.
T w o representatives w e r e
chosen to go to the junior college
meeting in Santa Rosa yesterday
and today. Gene Harter and Jer
ry Winters are the representa
tives from Stockton J. C. attend
ing this conference of executives.
. .Executive, social, and publica
tion topics are to be discussed
at the conference.
An invitation was extended by
Secretary Jean Ferguson to the
members-elect to attend the excommittee meeting, May 6, in
order that they might become
acquainted with the system of
the present members.
As in the past, each committee
head now serving on ex-commit
tee was asked to have a complete
report of his particular duties in
order that they might be filed
in the PSA office for future ref
erence.

Harter, Winte^
Represent J. q
At Convention
Gene Harter and Jerry
were the students chosen k"6'*
resent Stockton Junior Coll repl
a two-day convention forYge at
body executives held at * nt
Rosa yesterday and todav 13
variety of problems and t A
pics
were to be discussed.
REGISTRATION
Harter and Winters arn
there for registration jw!64
at 4:00, and the welcome SJ*
held in the Orchid Room !'
Hotel Santa Rosa. DeW*
met in group meetings i„
to discuss current topics Zl
problems with which the i,,/colleges of today are confront
Each school represented ha*,
definite part to take in the di,
cussions. In this way the info/
mation received, though it ml
be brief, will make the meeting
far more organized.
Tonic,
chosen were to be those best
suited to the institution, stock
ton Junior College's most immed
late problem at this time seems
to be that of the financing 0f
trips for debating and a cappella.
In most cases all or part of
the expense for the trips is fl.
nanced by the student body.
Some colleges, however, simply
provide transportation; others
pay all but meals.
PAUL MORH, SPEAKER
To conclude . this conference
Paul Mohr, conference commis
sioner of athletics and registrar
and director of personnel, will
be held; music will be furnished
by Johnny Richards and his orchestra, direct from the Biltmore
Bowl of Los Angeles.

Marine Corps
Interviews
Given Wednesday
Lieutenant Cortelyou of the U.
S. Marine Corps will be on the
campus next Wednesday, May 7,
1941, for a final interview of all
interested applicants. (He has
made two previous visits here.)
On Wednesday evening at 8:00
p. m. in Room 222 of Weber Hall,
Lieutenant Cortelyou will show
a sound picture entitled "Soldiers
of the Sea," an educational short
on the duty of the U. S. Marine
Corps.

KING, Jeweler
2047 Pacific Ave.
New supply of hearts, charms
and silver bracelets.

Frosh Formal

DANCE

Dial 9-9038

FRIDAY NIGHT, MAY 2
Grant
at Weber

Dial
2-0229

PLUMBING SERVICE
WITH A SMILE

"She always takes a
shine to men in
uniform!"

Stockton Country Club

And everyone takes a shine
to our service station at
tendants! They do their jobs
well — whatever your auto
needs: are courteous without
being annoyingly attentive:
and use skill plus the best
of materials to service your
car ^ promptly ... eco
nomically.

9 to I
HERM SAPIRO'S
Orchestra

Gay "L'l Abner" YoTcum's

MILLER-HAYS CO.
Serving College of Pacific

Seaside Service
Harding and Monroe
Dial 2-9446

To be admitted one must be a member of the freS
man class and must have a PSAcard.
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J.C., Tigers Splash Crew
CUBS SMASH MANY
Breaks
Mark
Meet Bucs
RECORDS BUT LOSE

fjckSquad
Out
Ekes
Win
Close

Meet Postponed
After Light Rain

Francisco Staters
pit on Strong Finish

Jaysees Lick Lodi
In Walk Away Meet

Rained-out for more times
Ttee/°r Tl C°Unt' the Modesto,
Tiger, Cub triangular meet will
be staged at last in Baxter Sta
next Tuesday afternoon
GETTING GOOD

In one of the biggest, recordfest-s of the sea—
iiic local
j
which saw five
Jaysee r<H
ords broken
ords smashed, Chris Kjeldsen's
Jaysee water squad defeated "the
Lodi Flames 45-12 Tuesday after
Modesto track and field ag- noon.
GRAB LEAD
JIGER5
s grabbed the iead gregation has shown such great SPEEDY SPRINTS
The fj st and second in the improvement in past weeks that
r
First record to go under was
^ bv yern Warkentin and they are now slight favorites to in the 50-yard freestyle when
javelin
never
headwere
take the meet. By virtue of then- Mills, swimming his best time
nave
OA o
paV6 Nikkei's
time^ of 24.9 sec recent defeat of San Mateo Jay- ol the season, was clocked in 25.3
& n t"^ 220-yard low hurdles see, they are definitely picked breaking the pool record of 25.4
onds pctablished
'
as a new meet over our also vastly improved held by Staley of Modesto and
c
junior college.
*ford, as was 'Gator Ed McCax
the Jaysee record of 25.5 held by
Z's 21.7 in the 220-yard.
Buccaneer Coker expects to Bird of Stockton Junior College.
McCarthy also won the 100beat all comers in the javelin Ralph Wright accounted for the
•urd dash and placed second
throw. And Modesto's Johnson second mark. He smashed his
L the broadjump, to share high
Brothers figure to just about own pool and Jaysee record when
with Bengal
ling honors
sweep the field events and the he covered the 100-yard breastsprints.
stroke distance in 1:04.7 to bet
mve Gay- Thc latter won the
ter the former 1:05.9 time.
shot put and discus and took FAST HALF
Swimming his second best
second in the javelin throw,
Pirate Cripe will force Don time of the year Freddie Taioli
gen Rogers was Pacific's other
Oakes of the Jaysee and veteran wiped out his old pool record
double winner, taking the pole
varsity performer Jack Hanner of 2.22.5 and missed his Jay
vault and broad jump; he also
to turn in the best times of their see mark by one tenth of a
grabbed off third place in the
life to beat his excellent mark second, when he churned the
century dash.
furlong in 2:20.1. The 100-yard
A stiff breeze blowing down of 2:01.7 in the half-mile.
Bob Nikkei figures to win
freestyle Jaysee record also
the straight-away aided the sprint
times considerably. Following is the high hurdles in near rec went under when Bushman
ord time and with hard run swam a 56.6 to break his for
the complete summary:
ning Cubs Stan Cooley and
mer record of 57.7 and to tie
SUMMARY
Pres Peek may place. The low
the pool record held by Kries.
100—McCarthy
S), K. Slaughter
(P), Rogers (P). Time. 10 seconds.
hardies portend a duel between SPEED MEDLEY
220—McCarthy (S). K. Slaughter
(P), Goettel (S). Time, 21.7 seconds. Jaysee standout Charlie BlackThe medley time of 1:29.1 by
440—K. Slaughter (P), Purflom
well and Bob Nikkei.
Atherton, Toomay and Hawkins
(S), Crane (S). Time. 51.9 seconds.
S80—Hanner (P), Coung (S). Loz. TIGHT DUEL
broke the Jaysee record of 1:31.9
ensky (S). Time, 2:03.7.
Mile—Lozensky (S), Hanner (P),
and came within two-tenths of
Outstanding
race
of
the
meet
Carolan (S). Time, 4:40.9.
Two-mile — Schwab (S), Haran will be the quarter-mile sprint. the pool record, while the 200(S), Farley (P). Time, 10:30.2.
Blackwell will give undefeated, yard relay team of Bushman,
Low hurdles—Nikkei (P); Schultz
(S). Kelly (PP). Time, 24.9 seconds. untied Kieth Slaughter the hard Wright, Warner and Mills set a
High hurdles—Schultz (S), Nichol est race of his life. In workouts new time of 1:43.7 to break the
<P), Kelly (P). Time, 15.7 seconds.
Broad jump—Rogers (P), McCar this week Blackwell turned in former Jaysee and pool time of
thy (S), Cox (S). Distance, 22 feet
the finest 352-yard race that has 1:45.9.
1 inch.
Outstanding for the preps
Pole vault—Rogers (P); tie for ever been run on the track. His
second, Woods (S) and Flynn (S).
was backstroker Kalune, who
time
of
38.7
beat
Slaughter
by
a
Height, 11 feet 6 inches.
defeated Atherton and Warner
High jump—Tie
for
first. C. small margin.
Slaughter (P) and Cox (S); tie for
of the Cubs in a close finish,
The meet is scheduled to be
third, Pirdom (S) and Kelly (P)
while Stark gave Mills a close
Shot put—Dave Gay (P), Dean
gin (weather permitting) at
Gay (P), Gittens (S). Distance, 45
race in the record smashing
3:00 p m. with the field events,
leet 914. inches.
50-yard event and should be a
Javelin — Warkentin (P), Dave
specifically
the
javelin
throw
Gay (P), Grantham (S). Distance,
threat when the Cubs invade
and pole vault. The running
162 feet 1 inch.
the Flames two weeks hence.
Discus—Dave Gay (P), Dean Gay
events
will
begin
a
half-hour
(P). Hodgins, (S), Distance, 127
The prep swimmers were un
leet 10 inches.
later with the mile run.
accustomed to the dark Pacific
. Ible relay—Won by State team
(Schwab, Crane, Purdonx
(Cox).i
pool and had trouble making
Tune, 3:39.8.
tarns and holding their lanes.
meet

decided by Bob NikI" 9 "ord breaking: win in the
tel's reC t eVent, the Pacific
>e%t luad eked out a 69'/2-61'/2
tf9ck qover the "hot and cold"
Francisco State team.

J. C. Tennisers
SWIMMERS
Hope For
MEET GRANT 3rd Straight

Stockton Junior College's sen
sational swimming squad takes
toe road Tuesday afternoon for
a meet against the Grant High
squad of Sacramento.
On comparative performances
e Cubs will take every event
Otfept the backstroke. Atherton
J™11 have to swim his fastest
™ndred of the year to beat
su r of the Preps who is con^wed one of the best high
backstrokers in central
r.,°,
California.
Ki^J?688

feels sympathetic,
will take his entire
Gquad along with the exuiii'?11 of the divers. There
kill be no diving event in this
m«et.

^OLVES TIE
P ACIFIC
.
-Ws invading tennis squad
()fl *?va»tage of C.O.P.'s Mardi
"ad h !fipatinS the night before
decJ„ the TiSers to a split 3-3
Winn1 ®aturday afternoon.
the
ers for the Nevadans over
Tranh assJ'eyed Pacifies were
0ver ogan ®"2, 6-3 and McCabe
"kfeat
Hutcheon
Ro«sh of Nevada 4-6, 6-3,
6-0
Ton]!,.
frezise easily defeated

i 'ei-

dibbles were also evenly
bhw- w'th the Pacific com11 °f Hutcheon and Hune-
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Doug Dashiell's Jaysee tennis
ers will try and make it three
straight wins when they meet
the Santa Rosa Junior College
squad tomorrow morning on the
Pacific courts.

On past performances the Cubs
should defeat the Santa Rosans
who have been having a sketchy
season. Dashiell will use his reg
ular squad of Covey, Kaffen,
Prince, Smythe, Johnson, Good
man and Dedrick.
Next Thursday the Cubs wind
up their season in a three-day
conference tournament to be
held at Sacramento Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday.

feld taking Mills and Roush
6-4, 3-6, 6-0, and the ^fva^
team of McCabe and Joplin de
feating Traphagen and Treanse

6-3, 4-6, 6-4.

^

Blue Ribbon Dairy
SERVING

Our Products
AT

"Cub House"

Coach Chris Kjeldsen's Stockton Jaysee swimming
team lost a close meet to San Jose State's varsity Wednesday afternoon, 39-36. But they went on a record
breaking spree even in defeat. First they shattered
'-'Ve scRo°^ records. While they were doing this they
also broke two State Jaysee rec-*
ords and one pool record.
sprinters. The time 55.5, failed
Ralph Wright smashed the to equal the State Jaysee mark.
Then, in the final race of the
pool record, his own State record
and his own Stockton Jaysee rec meet, the four-man, 400-yd. relay
ord as he butterflied his way to team composed of Doyle Bush
an easy victory in the 200-yard man Allen Hawkins, Fred Taioli
breast stroke in the amazing and Ralph Wright raced to a new
time of 2:26.5. Wright anchored State Jaysee record and school
the winning relay team and swam record of 4:49.2—an average of
57.3 seconds per lap for each man.
in the medley as well.
The meet itself was not as
Fred Taioli smashed the State
record and his own Jaysee rec sensational. The locals lacked
ord as he swam away from the the expected second and third
highly touted Wempe of San Jose place strength to win the meet.
State in both the 220- and quarter- San Jose took only four first
mile free style. The dark-haired places to Stockton's five, but
Lodian tore through the furlong came through with the all-im
portant place points which ac
in 2:17.9 and the 440 in 5:04.3.
counted for toe winning mar
Doyle Bushman lowered the
gin.
Stockton Junior College record
Stockton's last intercollegiate
in the 100-yard free style more meet of the season will be staged
than a entire second as he in the local pool next Friday
upset the Spartans' finest night.

PLAY'S

the thing.'

Richards of University of Ne
vada holds the FWC froad jump
record at 24 feet 4 inches.

Off

PACIFIC AVENUE—

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
For Satisfying Halrcnta

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

Gaia-Delucchi
Amerioan and Channel

•SPORTS WEAR
the ideal attire with a triple purpose . . .
grand for play . . for leisure hours . . . and
proper in the class room.

When You Attend
Business School

PICK A WINNER

FORKNER'S
College of Commerce
Led all Northern California
Business Schools in 1940
Commercial contests: StenoSecretarial Account
ing and Civil Service. ^

College of Commerce
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

San Jose Barely Beats
Locals In Close Swim Meet

115 N. Sutter St.
phone 6-6867

Leisure Jackets $6.50, $10
Slacks

$5, $15

BSMo & M«KSSAH
•for men — for boys

111-317

EAST

MAIN STREET

PACIFIC WEEKLY, FRIDAY,

Tiger
Tracks
By JACK TOOMAY

WE ARE ready and willing to
admit that we don't know any
Spanish or Mexican except a few
disjointed and exceedingly omin
ous words. But we have recently
found out by direct observation
of exciting conditions the mean
ing of a certain respectable Span
ish word. We did it by miracul
ous deduction in the following
manner: Track teams run on
tracks. Tracks must be dry for
track teams to run on them.
Therefore, if you are afraid your
team is going to be beaten in a
triangular meet, you wish for
rain. Wishing for rain in Cali
fornia is not very much of a
wish to be granted so it usually
is granted. Here is the result
then of our deduction. Modesto
means: Scaredly-cat.

MA\

2 , 1941

TIGER SPORT FINIS
RABBIT

Cal Aggies Play Host
To Conference Tomorrow
Fourteen Underdog Oindermen
To Journey to Davis
Established as underdogs, Pacific's fighting track
squad is given an even chance of upsetting the favored
Cal Aggie cindermen in the annual Far Western Con
ference meet tomorrow afternoon at Davis.
In addition to the advantage of competing on their
home field, the Mustangs have»
their strongest squad in years, from Forbes and Pastor of the

Three Men Enter
Tennis Play
The College of Pacific's few
squad winds up its season W®
row afternoon at Davis
'
they will enter a three-man soul6
in the Far Western Confer'^
Tournament.
^

The meet brings together thP
The Tigers, conversely, after Aggies and Wildcat Doug Whited. three-man squads of Chico SbtT
Pictured above is KEN
The quarter-mile dash will be Humboldt State, Cal Aggies 1*1
placing second to Fresno State
ROGERS who will exhibit for many years, find themselves a battle between the aforemen Pacific and brings an end to ten
OF COURSE, this leaves nothing his all-around abilities in
with a weak squad just when tioned Slaughter and Mustang nis hostilities of these schools
to talk about except swimming. track and field athletics
the opportunity of a champion Bruhn, who recently ran the until next year. Coach Kjeldsen
Of course, we don't like at all when the Tigers bid for the
distance in 49.7. Aggie Pastor will take a team composed of
ship
presents itself.
to talk about swimming, but championship in the F. W.
Traphagen in the singles and
may also be close.
since therfe seems nothing else C. meet at Davis tomor HAS BEENS
Hutcheon and Hunefeld in the
The
Chico
Wildcats
were
HANNER
IN
HALF
to talk about and it is necessary
doubles.
Best chance for the
row.
soundly thrashed by both squads
Undefeated this season in the
to fill the space we shall talk
Tigers seems to rest on the
and
rate
mention
only
in
the
par
half-mile
run,
Jack
Hanner
is
about it. The fact is, we have
ticular of taking points from conceded that race, with compe doubles team which has been
quite a little to say.
either of the favored teams. It tition from Chico's Kostiz, and winning consistently.
SOFTBALL
is rumored that Humboldt, the Hatch and Gray of the Mustangs.
IF CHRIS K,IELDSEN ever
Conference's newest member, is
Rod Moore of Chico has the reign supreme over the shot put
wanted to beat a swimming team B E G I N S F O R
sending a 12-man squad to the best time in the four-lap run ters, with Dean Gay and Vern
in a meet it was San Jose State's
meet; however, no reports have and is favored; Hanner and Schmidt capable of taking points
varsity. If ever a team had the
been forthcoming concerning Kostiz will be close. David Aggies Dubs and Tolly may be
talent and ability and desire to M U R A L S
their strength.
Early must bow to Hanlon and contenders. This same Tiger trio
beat San Jose, the Stockton Jay"Play ball," will be the next
Chief Bengal danger to the
Witter of Chico in the two- may clean up the discus throw.
see Cubs had it But they didn't
words along the intramural front, crown lies in the shortage of
mile grind, but should defeat
win. They lost 39-36, a margin
With fresh men, the Tigers
with the Softball tourney start capable performers. A dou
Hargraves of the Aggies.
of two third places. How close
could take the relay; however,
ing
Monday,
May
5,
at
3:30
p.
m.,
bling up of most squadmen is AGGIE STRENGTH
the Jaysee came to these two
most of the baton-passers will
third places no one who did not under the direction of Coach necessary, preventing peak per
The hurdles are favored to go have already competed in other
Earl
Jackson.
formances in any of the events.
see the meet will ever know. Lis
The games will be played on Only fourteen Tigers will com to the Davis Mustangs, but lanky events, making their perform
ten, it was so close in spots that
ance dubious. The Aggies have
the football practice field and on pete, while the Aggies will be Bob Nikkei is capable of break
calm, cool, unperturbed Chris
ing up the Aggie monopoly. Gur- strong possibilities, with several
the
Women's
Field
in
the
rear
able to field twice that number.
Kjeldsen took thirty-eight sec
ney and Hecox are the Mustangs; fast quarter milers.
of the girls' dorm.
BEGINS AT 1:30 ~
onds to read the stop watch that
In the above summation no
Wildcat Greenman may surprise
CLEATS
OUT
The meet will begin at 1:30
said Taioli swam the furlong in
Another Aggie notice has been given the Hum
This year, according to Jack p. m. with the javelin throw and in the lows.
2:17.9. His hands were trembling
son, there will be a clamping the pole vault; the mile will be stronghold is the high jump. Les boldt competitors. The points
as if he had the ague or some
lie, Richards, and Oliver have this aggregation takes may eas
down on the footwear of all play
other shiver-timbering disease.
run at 2:00. By this arrange done close to six feet; Clare ily decide the winner of the meet
ers. They must not wear any
ment, the meet should be cul Slaughter and Walt Kelly may
SQUADMEN
THE MIGHTIEST race of the day shoe that is cleated or spiked. minated by 4:00. Pacific squad
break up this combination, with
Along
with
baseball,
ping-pong
Following are the squadmen
was turned in by unknown Bill
members will probably eat their Chico's King also capable.
making the trip: Bob Conaway,
Carroll. The quarter mile is will share the spotlight, but it lunch on campus, leave immed
Forbes' best leap in the Dave Earley, Jack Hanner, Walt
eighteen laps. Carroll went nine will play a minor role, because iately for Davis.
broadjump
will shade that of Kelly, Keith Slaughter, Clare
on ability. Carroll went the rest from here on in softball is the
The condition of the Aggie
thing.
Kenny Rogers; however, he Slaughter, Frank Pursel, Boyd
on something down inside him
track is reported as excellent,
and Doc Pursel will be fighting Thompson, Bob Nikkei, Kenny
somewhere that not many of us SCHEDULE
with, the recent rains packing
The following is the sched
with Aggie Richards and Wild Rogers, Vern Warkentin, Dave
possess. He went all that dis
the sod perfectly.
Coaches
cat Strong for valuable points. Gay, Dean Gay, Vern Schmidt
tance hoping and praying for the ule for coming games:
Francis and Jackson, Athletic
Monday May 5, Omega vs.
Rogers has also been beaten in and Manager Harry Du Praw.
third that would win the meet.
Director Bob Breeden, and Dean
the pole vault by Mustangs
And then in the last lap the San Dorm at practice field; Wednes
Jim Corson will travel to Davis
Next Tuesday the Tigers take
Nitta and Leslie, but his condi
Jose man beat him out. Sounds day, May 7, Arch vs. Rhizomia
Friday evening for the arrang
on the Modesto and Stockton
tioning work since then may
rather melodramatic and trite, at practice field; E. Town vs.
ing of the various heats and
Junior College squads in a
enable him to win both these
but watching it was memory- W. Town, May 7, at Women's
lanes
for
the
meet.
Also
other
twice-postponed meet. There is
field.
Thursday,
May
8,
Omega
making.
events. Chico's Hoffman and
sport competition will be dis
a strong possibility also that
Vs. Archania at Women's Field.
Buckley are favored in this skycussed.
a Bengal mile relay team will
HOLY smoke . . .
climbing event.
SUMMARIZATION
compete in the Fresno Relays
Stockton Junior College's 880TIGERS IN WEIGHTS
In
the
100-yard
dash
Keith
on May 17.
yard run record is held by Wes
Slaughter may be able to edge
Mustang Watts tops the jave
Miller at 1:58.
Bob Forbes of the Aggies; the lin tossers; Vern Warkentin and
latter already holds a win over Dave Gay are strong contenders,
SUNDAY
the Porterviile flash. Howard with Aggie Johnson and Wild
Greenman of Chico may also be c a t H o f f m a n g i v e n o u t s i d e
close. Slaughter should easily chances to upset the cart. Unde
CALIFORNIA
take the 220, with competition feated Dave Gay is expected to

SIERRA
THEATRE 0

"ZIEGFELD
GIRL"
JAMES STEWART
JUDY GARLAND
HEDY LAMARR
LANA TURNER
and
MARCH OF TIME

'LOCKS

oUTLINE SERIES

DLCLCARLREN - ANDY DEVINE
"MUTINY IN THE ARCTIC*?

LAMPS

L AUNDRY

DANCING
C L A R K

H O T E L

BAGS
EVERSHARP PENCILS
GLASSES (sun)
-RASERS

B
INDERS
:

OPACITY BOND PAPER

FEATURING
EVERY SATURDAY EVENING
NORMAN LAMB
VIOLINIST

Music by Bob McCormick
FINE
FOODS AND BEVERAGES
NO COVER CHARGE

* TATIONERY

OIUQUID SHOE SHINE
KLODAK SUPPLIES

^AHERNE
^FRANCIS
FOE HA# WHO
[IP$T HIJMTF

TENNIS BALLS

•b

D AND

OFFICE SUPPLIES

R^AZOR BLADES
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DORADO CARBON

HENRY STEPHENSON
S.ZSAKALL NILS AST"
SARAH PADE®N
DOROTHY TREE „

